Leaning at the window with her back to the observer, a woman is looking outside. Her back makes her vulnerable, in the way of someone caught in the privacy of day-dreaming. There is a sober emptiness about the dark room, and though the bright day and the poplars outside speak of spring, the woman is dressed – almost wrapped – in warm clothes. The window begins at chest-level and the woman leans on the sill with her arms. The wall keeps her body back, but her mind can leave the room and travel. The masts of the sailing boats outside suggest the possibility of travelling and going places. The observer does not see the woman’s eyes, but one can maybe see through them, and gaze with the same nostalgia at something somewhere far away. Although she is leaning at the window and looking out, the woman probably does not qualify as the distanced observer of Lefebvre who analyses the rhythms of the city from his window; she has her ascribed place in the house and cannot be «at the same time both inside and out», nor can she «dominate the street and passers-by» (Lefebvre 1996: 219). This is a picture by one of the most prominent German romantics, Caspar David Friedrich, and the woman is his wife, Caroline Friedrich (née Blommer). The boats are on the Elb and the room is the artist’s atelier. Yet beyond the real people and places, what is thematised is a favourite subject of the romantics: the inside and the outside, the close by and far away, the earthly and the limitless (Schuster 2003).

1 Introduction

In one of the classics of post-war German urban sociology, The Modern Metropolis, Hans Paul Bahrdt (1961/2006) argues that the clear distinction between the private and the public is of central importance for the understanding of urbanity. The polarization between the two spheres is the major differentiating element between what may be defined as a city and what is not. The more polarised the relationship between public and private spheres, the more «urban». In the city, what cannot be clearly characterised as «public» or «private» loses importance; the problems of the modern metropolis are traced back to both the hybridisation of space and to the misbalance between the two spheres.

In this tradition of thought, the public/private binary becomes central in urban discourse and corresponds to a series of other binaries: inside/outside, close/far, movement/stasis, light/dark, mind/body, but also local/stranger and inclusion/exclusion. This discourse characterises not only material aspects of urban space, but also institutional regulations, symbolic codes and social practices, which put people «in their place». At the same time, it elevates the public, and everything that corresponds to it, to a prime domain of theoretical and practical endeavour, thereby devaluing or obscuring the importance of the private in urban space and in politics. Such a (binary) conception constitutes the
This paper deals with what is referred to here as cities of «others» – of those who are not included in the norm and are thus placed «out» of public space and its functions. In a first part, drawing on concrete examples from personal field work, research practices are examined in connection with how «others» achieve visibility, access, recognition, communication, and eventually participation in the functions of public space, challenging strict divisions and exclusions. The second section of the paper works with the ambiguities of «public space», which includes, on the one hand, material spaces and, on the other, the functions and institutions of the public sphere. In a third part, the concepts «stranger», «outsider» and «other» are discussed in view of how they are used in this paper. Finally, through the approximations mentioned above, the paper returns to the cities of «others»: an understanding of public space is sketched out that includes, and engages with, everyday practices which produce, and at the same time contest, fixed boundaries and point to ways in which each side of a binary presupposes (and is co-constituted with) the other. The arguments draw on feminist theoretical perspectives, which are clearly distinct from other theoretical models on the public/private dichotomy, e.g. liberal-economicist models or Marxist (a discussion of the different models can be found in Staeheli & Mitchell 2007).

2 Examples of border-crossings

On a first approximation, the examples presented here indicate different takes of crossing the border between public and private, of claiming, in different ways, access to the public by subjects who «inhabit» the cities of «others». In the context of this analysis, «others», «outsiders» or «strangers» are not those who «we» fail to recognise, but rather those who have already been constructed and recognised as such, as different from «us» (Ahmed 2000); and this difference is imbued with relations of power and domination, as is argued in the following sections.

2.1 Trespassing and appropriation

On sunny weekends, Tiergarten, the large park in the heart of Berlin, becomes the site of a very unique appropriation: Turkish families gather around barbecues, bring out their chairs, tables, table-cloths glasses and plates. Men usually grill, while women sit, chat and prepare the food and children run around and play. This is a kind of ritual among Turkish families and an integral part of their urban lives, with the park becoming an extension of the home. As a reaction to it, in 1997 the Christian Democrat Party brought a petition into the local parliament to ban grilling in the park, based on «objective» arguments of damage, littering, danger of fire. The other parties accused the Christian Democrats of being xenophobic, thus initiating a public debate on the issue. The argument that ensued focused on the problem of the appropriation of space by a particular group and the exclusion of everybody else, as well as on what is to be considered «private» and «public» behaviour. The parliament managed to reach a compromise and now there is order: there are places in the park where one can grill and others where it is banned. Signs ensure the correct use of space. Today, some years after the argument, there is an interesting coda to the story. Young non-Turkish groups have discovered the park as a picnic space, where, like the Turkish families, they gather in larger groups and barbeque, and it has become quite common to celebrate parties this way.

By bringing the private into the public, through their bodily presence and their practices, the migrants contest a particular use and concept of space. They leave the hidden private space of their home, they enter (material) public space and become visible. Visibility also means familiarisation – though resentment and a latent feeling of threat may persist. Some practices are symbolically understood as belonging to the realm of the public and some to the private – they have their ascribed place and they surprise when they are performed elsewhere. As the case of non-Turks following the example of Turks demonstrates, the symbolic qualities of practices may change over time and proper public behaviour is renegotiated. Indirectly, migrants are given public speech: their presence and practices force the political world to deal with them. There are those who will speak for them and others against them. Yet visibility seems to be the first condition for participation in the political (Kalandides, forthcoming).

2.2 Uses and functions of a neighbourhood square

Loretta comes from Fieri in Albania. She came to Greece 12 years ago, lives in Kyypseli, the most multicultural neighbourhood of Athens, and works as a domestic worker. She is married to an Albanian and has an eight-year-old daughter. When the weather is good, she takes her daughter to the neighbourhood square, which is bustling again with life since the arrival of migrants, in the early 1990s. She sits on a strategically located bench, knitting and occasionally looking
at her daughter playing with children from around the
globe. A couple of other women come and sit next to
her, one of them also knitting, another mending socks;
they are locals, eventually commenting in a rather
positive manner on the changes in the neighbourhood
due to the migrants’ presence. A woman moves from
another bench and joins them, temporarily leaving
alone the elderly man she had escorted to the square
for his afternoon outing; she has done some shopping
and is shuffling through the bags to sort things for the
evening meal. Loretta, together with her companions
on the bench, has brought to the public functions or
tasks usually ascribed to the private (e.g. knitting,
mending, preparing food), thus informally appropri-
ating and re-configuring the neighbourhood square,
crossing (perhaps trespassing?) the boundary between
her private home and the (everyday) public space.

Loretta is still an «alien» according to the law and, in
this sense, constituted as an «outsider» to the public
realm; as a recent migrant, she has no formal «right to
the city» or logos in the public sphere. But her regular
embodied presence and practices in everyday public
spaces have created space for her in the city, her trajec-
tories work in many ways against an imposed spatial
order (De Certeau 1984). By now, she knows her way
around, she has crossed the square innumerable times,
she walks the streets of the neighbourhood, waits at
the bus-stop together with women and men from all
over the world, shops at the local supermarket, stops
at the kiosk which sells newspapers and periodicals in
any imaginable language, takes her daughter to school,
hangs about in the square sharing time with her women
neighbours. These repetitive everyday practices do not
challenge in any way her status towards the law, nor the
«duties» deriving from her role in the family. But they
have contributed to remove much of her initial anxiety
and strangeness in the city and its public space.

At the same time, Loretta’s practices and embodied
presence in the square have contributed to familiarise
local women, by now her regular companions (per-
haps even friends), with the multitude of strangers. The
square of their memories is now a different place where,
on a summer evening, one hears a complex mix of lan-
guages, feels the presence of «strangers», witnesses a
variety of playing habits, behaviours, ways of sitting
and socializing. But their daily contact and shared
practices, in that very space, with Loretta, and other
migrant women who frequent the square as a semi-priv-
ate/semi-public outdoor space, has significantly modi-
fied their earlier attitudes towards «strangers». These
attitudes now take shape not only by representations
which abound in the media, but also by reference to
their known and familiar companion/s, thereby desta-
bilizing notions of familiar/strange, insider/outsider,
close/far (Vaiou 2008).

2.3 Identity formation in semi-public space

Murad is a gay male in his early 20s who was born
in Berlin of Turkish parents. He considers himself to be
«definitely Turkish» and, at the same time, insists
that he is a Berliner. His gay identity is even more
ambiguous, as he faces a double exclusion: in the (het-
rosexual) Turkish community and simultaneously in
the German homosexual community. For him, the dis-
covation of the «Gay Oriental Night», a party organised
regularly in a particular club by and for gay and les-
bian Turks, is one of the «most exciting» moments in
his life. When entering the club he feels he has found
a place of his own, he understands that there is a
group that shares some of his experience of exclusion.
Though he knew of other gay Turks, everything was
hidden under a cloak of silence while the club sud-
denly made them visible to each other; they speak the
same language, use similar terms and codes. Murad
reports never missing a single party, since this is the
only place he feels free.

The relationship between homosexuality and migra-
tion is often conflictual, in the context of an underlying
hierarchy among outsiders: masculinity – and its per-
ceived attribute of heterosexuality – is stronger than
origin. Thus, a Turkish heterosexual male stands above
a German homosexual male, an assumption confirmed
through the repeated reports by gay men of feeling har-
assed and threatened by Turkish gangs in the streets.
Harassment and insults serve to reverse exclusion and
inclusion at least for that moment. But barriers remain
also inside the club – there are us «the gay Turks»
(Murad does not speak about the presence of lesbians)
and them, the Germans. Yet, for the Turkish gay men,
the party has proved to be a place of liberation. More
than that, it is the only place where Turks and Ger-
mans (gay men) got together, dance to the rhythms of
Turkish pop (of which Murad is very proud), and even
talk to each other. The club, thus, became a political
space: for gay activists it was an appropriate place to
distribute leaflets, to raise awareness, to get the gay
Turks to form their own political group/s. For social
workers, it became a place to talk about the risks of
HIV and offer their counselling services. In time, gay
and lesbian Turks (and later Greeks, Jews and others)
got organised as distinct communities inside the gay
community. That club served as a place where «coming
out» was possible and a gay Turkish identity could be
formed. Turkish homosexuality became visible in this
semi-public place, before demanding access and par-
icipation in the public sphere (Kalandides, forth-
coming).

2.4 «Women in public space»

In the highly politicized atmosphere of the mid-1980s,
feminist groups in Athens organised a discussion on
«women in public space» in the square of Exarcheia,
The event was to take place in two parts (May 18 and 22, 1986) but the second part never happened. Women participants were attacked by «enraged citizens» and special police troops and were faced with insults, beating and threats, while 28 of them were arrested on no other charges than perhaps the content of the pamphlet which they handed out for the discussion and in which they wrote:
«As women, we claim public space against sexist discrimination and suppression of fundamental human rights. As women, we search for the image of a public square in a city belonging to us as well».

The event took place in a public square which those women had often crossed to go about their daily errands, carrying shopping bags, hurrying to catch a bus to work, passing from the corner bank to pay the regular bills; some of them may have spent many cool mornings or warm summer evenings there attending to their children playing ball or skating around; some younger ones had probably spent hours in the cafés all around; still others, alone or in company, had gone to the open-air cinema right there, on one corner of the square. None of the women had been stopped from performing those common, banal, everyday tasks.

What triggered, then, the «enraged citizens» (mostly men, but also some women)? How could the square, a space of their everyday activities, become a forbidden realm? It seems that they could have free access only insofar as they pursued the itineraries of the everyday, which neither overtly trespassed established boundaries nor contested accepted representations (shopping, doing household-related errands, looking after children, going to work, crossing space hastily). On that spring afternoon, however, the neighbourhood square of everyday routines became a public space when those women claimed their right to the city «as women», i.e. in their own terms. They crossed the boundary of their ascribed place (at home) claiming both access to the public and their own logos. Stating the claim, these «others» challenged, even indirectly, established hierarchies and «rightful owners» of the public. As feminists, they were even more «outsiders», they represented a threat which had to be promptly suppressed (Vaiou 1990).

The examples above portray the issue of access to public space for different subjects who do not conform to the «norm» according to a number of criteria, including gender, sexuality, ethnicity, class – but mainly, combinations or constellations of such criteria, a deviance from the norm which has a destabilising effect on binary thinking. For example, the Turkish families in Berlin’s Tiergarten, or the Albanian woman migrant in the Athenian square, by exposing in urban public spaces practices which are usually considered private, claim access to spaces in which they would otherwise be/feel strangers. Through contact with locals, a process of familiarisation is mobilised and participation in something which is «less private» (which crosses over boundaries) is made possible. The Turkish gay man in Berlin seeks access to places where he would be less of an «outsider» or «stranger» and eventually gain access to the city. The women who demonstrated in Athens formed a different public space not only through their bodily presence but also through their demands to participate in public/political discourse. The claims and practices underlying these examples pose questions about the constitution of the public at different levels, questions which have to do with processes of inclusion/exclusion, with the transposition or transgression of boundaries which separate public from private, «inside» from «outside», «we» from «them».

The passage from concrete examples and from the experiences of particular embodied subjects to theoretical conceptions of the public and the private is not an easy step. But the examples help carry the argument forwarded here in two directions. First, they help develop an understanding of the multiple determinations of otherness in public space, as well as ways of contesting it. Second, they help introduce an approach to public space which oscillates between two levels of reference which are usually kept apart: on the one hand, urban space and the spatialities produced through the everyday practices of individuals and groups, and on the other hand the constitution of one (or more) public sphere/s, where, at least in the Western world, the primacy of the public is affirmed and the subjects of access and participation determined (Vaiou 2008).

3 Approaches to public space and feminist critiques

Public and private are concepts with important material and symbolic effects at the level of institutions, social practices, language and constitution of individual and collective identities. They are also concepts which structure our understandings of urban space, in terms of legal and institutional practices (e.g. property), social norms (e.g. who can be in what spaces), individual and collective practices (e.g. who claims access to what). They are not (and have never been) «conceptual absolutes, but a minefield with huge the-
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Theooretical potential» (Davidoff 1998: 165). As the two sides of a binary, they have a long history in Western thought and have become a basic part of the way in which our social and psychic worlds are ordered, even if this order is constantly shifting (Benhabib 1998). When brought together in the binary, public and private embody and express relations of power, between the two sides of the slash («the cut», as Golding 1997 calls it), as well as within each side, among individuals, groups and also (material) spaces. As feminist critics have often pointed out, the public is the side which holds a prominent position and presupposes a community of equals who participate actively in it, excluding those who do not conform to the norm in terms of gender, class, sexuality, ethnicity, age (e.g. Benhabib 1998; Landes 1998). The private remains in the shadow, as a realm of inequality and necessity, even though it is implicitly presupposed in and for the constitution and operation of the public.

Contemporary debate about public space draws from the theoretical formulations of two great political thinkers of the 20th century, Hanna Arendt and Jürgen Habermas, whose thought informs the approach taken here as well. The emphasis on the public, as underlined above, is prominent in the work of Arendt which discusses the Greek polis as the public sphere par excellence (Arendt 1958). For her, the private and the public, which correspond to the space of the home and the space of the political, are completely distinct: The public, with its materialisation in the agora, includes the realms of the political, of participation among equals, of the logos. The private, on the other hand, is identified with the anage, the necessities, and distinguished from the intimate, the space of the self and the body; it is the place where women, slaves, or children are confined to. Arendt underlines the loss of public space in modernity and the rise of the social: the institutional differentiation of modern societies into the narrowly political realm on the one hand and the economic market and the family on the other. As a result of these transformations, economic processes which had hitherto been confined to the «shadowy realm of the household, emancipate themselves and become public matters» (Benhabib 1998: 66). Public space, where freedom can appear, emerges only when and where, in Arendt’s terms, «men act together in concert». In this sense, a material/urban public space (a town hall or a city square) is not a public space unless «men act together in concert». On the other hand, a private salon or dining room, where political debate develops, becomes a public space (Benhabib 1996).

The idea of public space emerging or coming into existence only when «men act together in concert» is taken up also by Habermas. He introduces the idea of public space as the creation of procedures through which those affected by general political decisions and social norms can have a say in their formulation and adoption. The public sphere thus exists insofar as multiple publics engage in practical discourse and evaluate the validity of norms. The ensuing dialogue is based on criteria of «practical discourse» through which a plurality of public spheres can emerge in modern societies – in fact there may be as many publics as there are contested issues of general concern (Habermas 1962/1989). Habermas analyses the expansion of the sphere of public participation in the context of social differentiation and the development of possibilities in three distinct realms: in institutions, through the creation of general norms of action; in the formation of individual identities, beyond conventional roles and established social practices; and in the critical reappropriation of cultural tradition (Habermas 1985). In this context, the meaning of participation extends beyond the political, to include the social and cultural spheres of life – which leads to a novel conception of public space.

This strict public/private division, which characterises the work of both Arendt and Habermas, as well as the conceptions associated with each side, permeate debates about (Western) democracy and citizenship, and have been subject to rigorous feminist critique/s from a variety of fields and disciplines (e.g. Klingner 1994; Pentelidou-Maloutas 2002). In Arendt’s highly idealised picture of the polis, for example, a whole constellation of issues is absent. Most prominently, the fact that «the agonistic political space of the polis was only possible because large groups of human beings, like women, slaves, labourers, non-citizen residents, and all non-Greeks were excluded from it, but, through their «labour» for the daily necessities of life, they made possible that «leisure for politics» which the few enjoyed; by contrast, the rise of the social was accompanied by the emancipation of these groups «from the shadowy interior of the household» and by their entry into public life» (Benhabib 1998: 67; see also Honig 1993).

Habermas’s model on the other hand, based on the idea of a theoretical public, broadens the public sphere and refers to exclusions based on criteria of class or the related issues of education and property. Yet, as Habermas himself acknowledges, at least in part, in his 1990 introduction of Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit, he does not ask how some groups and their concerns are already ruled out by the very definition of the public. Starting from a fundamental principle of egalitarian reciprocity and democratisation of social norms, this model cannot address the domains of pre-existing social inequalities, which do not fit into the abstract and distanced public.
As many feminist theorists have convincingly argued, an idealist vision of the universal public conceals the ways in which exclusion from the public sphere has been from the start a constitutive feature of the bourgeois public and not some kind of conjunctural or incidental occurrence. In this context, the (unmarked) subject of autonomy and public deliberation is gendered as male; *homo politicus* or *homo economicus* is not a female self – she is relegated to the private sphere. The latter, in its aspects of intimacy and household, remains out of the public agenda. It is, therefore, not surprising that much of feminist political struggles and theoretical endeavours have focused on the public/private binary and the power relations associated with it. The dividing line, as well as the content of each side of the binary, is a matter of continuous re-negotiation towards more publicity, as a means of empowerment and emancipation. When women started organising themselves in public, on the basis of what were considered their own private interests,

«they risked violating the constitutive principles of the bourgeois public sphere: in place of one, they substituted the many; in place of disinterestedness, they revealed themselves as having an interest. Worse yet, women risked disrupting the gendered organisation of nature, truth and opinion that assigned them to a place in the private, domestic but not the public realm» (Landes 1998: 143).

The development of one or more public spheres presupposed the parallel development of new forms of private spheres, linked to the patriarchal, conjugal family and its intimate domain. The binary distinction between on the one hand the public sphere (of politics) and on the other the market and the family meant that a whole range of matters or concerns came to be labelled private, hence improper for public deliberation. By this token, the (embodied) subjects of these «private» concerns were ruled out from the theoretical public and its abstract discourse of rationality, norms and truth: most prominently women, but also people of the lower classes, homosexuals, «deviants» from accepted norms, migrants or even Jews were worse suited to perform the discursive role of participants in the public sphere, on a variety of criteria.

4 Aspects of otherness: strangers, outsiders, «others»

The abstract theorisations of the public and the private briefly discussed in the previous section can be identified in much of the urban debate/s as well, both historically and at present. In this tradition of thought about urban space, important transformations in urban public space are linked to the debate on the public as a sphere of politics and rights. The focus in this section is upon this link returning to the initial questions on access, recognition, participation of «others» in urban public space and in the spatialities formed by individual and collective practices. According to Habermas (1962/1989), the emergence of the bourgeois public sphere relates to a number of historical developments (urbanisation, distant trade and stock market operation, new communication systems and state administration, as well as cultural institutions flourishing in cities), which led to the formation of early modern states and the coming into existence of civil society. These developments (the increasing complexity of the social division of labour in industrializing societies) found expressions in new urban spaces and new types of buildings.

The factory, the office building, the stock exchange, the railway station, the library, the opera, the «grands magasins», the cafés, the designed park, the hotel, the literary salon, the neighbourhood square are all part of a novel urban typology and of an expansion of material space which goes parallel with the expanding functions and institutions of the public sphere. Through design and decoration, some such spaces, particularly those linked to shopping and entertainment, aimed to re-produce the «homely» ambiance of private space, thereby introducing a new shift of boundaries: the private world of sexualised body and femininity extended to the «homely» world of these spaces, as the underside of a public sphere where white male reason, rationality and control of material space continued to dominate (McRobbie 1994; Wilson 1991). The spaces of consumption and entertainment started opening for upper class women (and later for other «outsiders»), who gradually developed their own practices of movement and appropriation and became less strange in such public spaces.

The concept of the «stranger», which is particularly useful for the development of the argument forwarded here about the cities of «others», has a long history in urban discourse. It can already be found in the writings of Georg Simmel (1903/1984, 1908) about modernity, where cities/modern metropolises are understood as places where strangers – people unknown to one another – congregate together in the complex functions of the monetary economy. In Simmel’s terms, the authentic city disintegrates through processes arising from the ever-increasing circulation of commodities. Money and the speed-up of life in the metropolis leads to the loss of intimate contact and face-to-face communication, which is replaced by different types of interaction, characterised by anonymity and casual contact (Simmel 1903/1984, 1990; see also Frisby 1991). Strangers come into and out of view in urban public spaces; they find forms of communication and arrangement to bridge the tension that results between what they have in common and what belongs to their respective privacy, what is permitted and what is not.
In this line of argument, the stranger in the metropolis remains an abstract subject who does not face boundaries and exclusions in public space. In this sense, it identifies rather with the «norm», the man who acts and moves freely in public space. At the end of the century, Zygmunt Bauman (1995) sees in the ambivalence of the stranger, in his/her hybridity, the actual threat to the order of the modern world: the stranger questions dualisms such as the inside/outside, the here/there – being both at the same time. The modern world, Bauman argues, is obsessed with the thought of clear separation; anything and anybody in-between throws it off balance. Bauman sees in the post-modern world, through its extreme differentiation and fragmentation, a chance of tolerance. His rather optimistic view of the future resembles Simmel’s city as the place where strangers meet, but it does not take into account that there are different ways of being a stranger.

In somewhat different terms, Arendt (1959/1981) also engages with the concept of the stranger in an earlier – and less known – work, Rahel Varnhagen, where she reflects on the question of the «outsider», by narrating the life of a Berliner Jewess, famous for her salon at the turn of the 18th to the 19th century. In her case, the categories «woman» and «Jewess» defined her as stranger and outsider in a male, Christian society. If, as in the biography of Rahel Varnhagen, gender and religion/culture are two possible categories that distinguish who is inside and outside of society, for the German literary critic, Hans Mayer, there is a third category that should be added to it: sexuality. In his book Aussenseiter (Mayer 1975), he considers women, Jews and homosexuals to be the permanent «existential», as he calls them, outsiders of Western civilisation – existential in the same sense that Arendt called being Jewish a «destiny». Looking at the same time at literary creations and historical personalities, Mayer tries to establish an archaeology of the «outsider». He shows the permanence of certain mental images in Western society and the archetypal construction of the «other» and argues that there is no community between the outsiders, since even among them there are relations of power, hierarchical representations, first or second-class outsiders.

In the examples above of border crossings and multiple determinations beyond and through binaries, the terms «stranger», «outsider» and «other» have been used almost interchangeably. It is therefore necessary to comment on their non-identical content. Starting with «stranger», the use of the term as part of a binary involves relations of power, in the context of which, following Ahmed (2000), the figure of the stranger is far from simply being strange or unknown, as in Simmel’s argument. On the contrary, it is a figure which is construed and recognized as such and, in this sense, it comes closer to the idea of the «outsider», which can only be thought of in terms of hegemony and has stronger spatial connotations. As the weak part of a binary, the outsider is ascribed his/her space and place and does not constitute a threat as long as s/he remains encapsulated or isolated there. That space is both a material entity (e.g. the home or the club in the examples above) and a constellation of social relations and individual or collective practices, which may acquire significations as public or private. Yet, when borders are crossed, when the outsider is present among us – then s/he becomes the «other». The other among us, in our space, brings the strange into the familiar, the far away into the close, the there into the here, s/he questions borders and binaries. Bodily presence becomes a threat to the established order, the everyday practices of formerly invisible «others» claim access, while their public speech challenges accepted hierarchies (see also Secor 2004).

In this context, the concept of the stranger as outsider is seen here as distinct from abstract or universal disembodied subjects who meet, mingle and perform in the public realm. It focuses on subjects with specific bodies which come to be lived through being differentiated from other bodies, including the «norm», in terms of gender, sexuality, race, class, age and a whole host of other features (see also Simonsen 2003). This specificity, which is constituted as the coming together of a constellation of features, allows reflection on strict lines of division and calls for thinking beyond binaries and in the plural: not the stranger/outider as a fixed category or identity but rather strangers in their particular concrete embodiments. By extending the argument of Ahmed (2000), strangers are not those who are not known in (everyday) public spaces, but those who are «painfully familiar» and already recognised as not belonging, as being out of place. Here, relations of power are involved, in the context of which some strangers are marked as stranger than others, thereby establishing and reinforcing boundaries between «insiders» and those recognised as out of place or «outsiders», as well as (de)legitimate forms of presence, mobility or movement through/within the public.

5 In the spaces of the everyday

Thus, until now, the approach has been made, through approximations, to make more concrete what has been called in the title of the paper cities of «others», by linking notions of public and private with conceptions of the «other», discussed in different contexts in relation to the «outsider» and the «stranger». Linking these concerns to conceptualisations of space/place introduces new levels of complexity, which permit neither homogeneous and predetermined categories
nor uni-dimensional approaches to access, belonging, transgressing boundaries or negotiating participation (Anthias 2000). As has already been underlined, everyday public spaces are not considered here as only material entities, but as a synthesis of social relations, individual and collective practices and symbolic meanings, a synthesis which determines the specificity of place in a given conjuncture. From such a perspective, everyday public spaces in the city are, in many ways, open and provisional, rather than bounded, fixed and static (see Massey 1994). They are open to contestation and to different readings by individuals and groups with different experiences (Keith & Pile 1993).

Working class Turks in Berlin re-define public space through practices which (some) Germans consider private. By exposing their everyday practices in public, these outsiders gain visibility and perhaps become less strange through contact. Their activity, coded private by locals, as well as their mere presence in that urban public space, constitutes a breach which provokes public discussion. Yet, public discussion becomes an indirect way of attaining public speech. Access and visibility seem to be a step towards participation (see also Mitchell 1995).

In a similar vein, Loretta’s everyday practices and embodied presence in the neighbourhood square of Athens make her visible and contribute to establishing contacts with local women. But her practices in public space, like those of many migrant women, are also a daily testimony of presence, which creates fissures in the multiple levels of her strangeness, as young woman, as working class and as migrant, and perhaps leave room for participation. Thus, the borders between familiar and strange, insider and outsider are re-negotiated and even challenged, while public space acquires new meanings.

Murad, by attending his first gay Turkish party, contests some of the multiple layers of his being an outsider in Berlin. In the relative security of the hybrid space of the gay club, he finds a (public) place of his own, which he also constitutes through his presence and interconnections with others, thereby continuously destabilising divisions between «us» and «them», «insiders» and «outsiders». The gay club is a place where Murad, and other gay Turks, do not have to be outsiders; claiming the same right outside the club would be the next step.

The feminists who organised a public discussion in Exarcheia square in Athens triggered hostility in that they crossed the boundary of «a woman’s place» – in the home and in private matters and activities. Their initiative was seen as a provocation to be suppressed, since they did not only demand access passively; they also, and most importantly, demanded participation in the public sphere – they claimed their right to the city in their own terms, as women.

As these examples indicate, the lines of division which are implied in the binaries, are contested and crossed in different ways through the everyday practices of embodied individuals who, in their turn, do not fit in strict categorisations. These practices contribute to the constitution of everyday public spaces, material spaces of the city, like streets, squares, playgrounds, parks, public buildings – which acquire new functions and meanings (see also Secor 2004). This reference to the everyday, drawing mainly from the work of Henri Lefebvre (e.g. 1990, 1996), is meant to underline the importance of repetitive, trivial practices «without importance» for understanding public space not as a physical space that is already determined, fixed and bounded, but as space lived through contact and meeting with others, encounters which produce both inclusions and exclusions (see also Chaney 2002, as well as the collection of papers included in Wasl-Walter, Staeheli & Dowler 2005). Coming out of invisibility, familiarisation, contact, claiming recognition and participation means a passing through these everyday public spaces of informal social contacts, random encounters and everyday participation, where one lives and suffers inequalities, but may also negotiate and challenge them.

Crossing boundaries in everyday practices obviously does not cancel binaries, or relations of power which operate at different levels to do with gender, class, sexuality and ethnicity. Matters of access and participation continue to persist and become visible in different spatial contexts. There, one finds codes of recognition of who belongs and who does not – and such codes may be very strong. In order to contest the lines of division, or to re-negotiate them, it is necessary to acknowledge them in all their complexity. The ambiguities of the presence of «others» in public space, already determined in multiple ways and across binary conceptions, can lead one to the need to think in terms of a more refined succession of privacy and publicity, with several intermediate zones of access.
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This paper deals with the concept of «public space». It works with the ambiguities embedded therein, contrasting material space/s – the streets, squares, parks, public buildings of the city – with the other spaces created through the functions and institutions of the «public sphere» as a site of public deliberation. Focussing on the ambiguities of the concept allow questions


of access, interaction, participation, cultural and symbolic rights of passage to be posed. Public space is approached here as constituted through the practices of everyday life: it is produced and constantly contested, reflecting – among other things – relations of power. Differences in gender, ethnicity or sexuality often lead to binary thinking, such as inside/outside, inclusion/exclusion, local/stranger. The way that such categories intertwine in everyday life, though, unsettle easy categorisations and force a questioning of strict lines of division. It is in this context that a proposal is made to discuss the city of «others», drawing from research examples which cross over such lines.
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Résumé: Villes des «autres»: espace public et pratiques quotidiennes
Cette contribution tente de penser la notion d’«espace public» à partir des ambiguïtés du concept, qui inclut d’une part l’espace matériel (les rues, places, parcs et bâtiments publics de la ville), d’autre part les fonctions et les institutions de la «sphère publique» comme site de délibération publique. Ces ambiguïtés quant au contenu et au champ de référence du concept d’«espace public» permettent d’aborder des questions d’accès, d’interaction, de participation et de rites de passage culturels et symboliques. L’espace public est ici traité comme étant constitué par les pratiques du quotidien: il est produit et objet de contestation en permanence, reflétant (entre autres) les relations de pouvoir. Les différences de genre, d’ethnopolitique, d’orientation sexuelle, amènent le plus souvent à penser en termes binaires tels que «dedans/dehors», «inclusion/ exclusion», «local/étranger». La manière dont de telles catégories s’interpenètrent dans la vie quotidienne remet cependant en cause de telles catégorisations simplistes et force à repenser les lignes de division trop strictes. Dans ce contexte, cet article propose de débattre de la ville des «autres» en se basant sur des exemples de recherches qui traversent ces lignes de division.
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